
Ruth Finnegan makes the same point about the clifference between oral 
and written poetry. Because oral poetry is performed in particular ri tualizeo 
ways, part of its meaning and effect is taken from the performing context, 
from the "live" emotional atmosphere, the immediate pleasures of identifica
tion and suspense which are, in a sense, tangible (oral poetry is almost 
inevitably therefore flat and monotonous when written down and read). The 
performance, in other words (as with a song), is a necessary aspect of its 

"poetic" quality. Oral poetry doesn't need the devices written poetry must 
use to hold the reader's attention; that is the job of the poet herself, as 
performer. 6~ 

Good lyrics by definit ion, then, lack the elements that make for good 
lyric poetry. Take them out of their performed context, and they either seem 
to have no musical qualities at all, or else to have such obvious ones as to be 
silly (this goes as much for Lorenz Hart and Cole Porter as for Bob Dylan 
and Elvis Costello, as much for Curtis Mayfield and Smokey Robinson as for 
Hank Williams and Tom T. Hall). And this is most obvious (to return to Greil 
Marcus) in those songs in which the pleasure-the exhilaration-comes from 
the singer's failure to integrate musical and semantic meaning. The best pop 
songs, in short, are those that can be heard as a struggle between verbal and 

musical rhetoric, between the singer and the song. 
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The Voice 

Let us imagine for this dou

ble function, localized in one 

and the same site, a single 

transgression, which would 

be generated by a simultane

ous use of speech and kiss

ing: to kiss while embracing, 

to embrace while speaking. It 

would appear that such a 

pleasure exists, since lovers 

incessantly "drink in speech 

upon the lips of the be

loved," etc. What they delight 

in is, in the erotic encounter, 

the play of meaning which 

opens and breaks off: the 

function which is disturbed: 

in a word: the stammered 

body. 

Roland Barthes 
1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
t 

We came to listen to that voice of dif

ference likely t o bring us what we 

can't have and to divert us from the 

monotony of sameness. 

Trinh T. Minh-ha2 

"Yeah," Scott said, "a singer like Ella 

says, 'My man's left me,' and you think 

the guy went down the street for a loaf 

of bread or something. But when Lady 

says, 'My man's gone' or 'My man's left 

me,' man, you can see the guy going 

down the street. His bags are packed, 

and he ain't never coming back. I mean 

like never." 

Tony Scott on Billie Holidav3 

Look at a song's lyrics on the page: whose "voice" is there? Who's 

talking? The answer seems to start with the pronouns, the "shifters," not just 

the "I," the apparent speaker, but the "you" and "we" and "she" which reveal 

various things about the speaker. Even without an explicit "I;' that is, we have 

an implicit one, someone who's doing the addressing: "you've got a lot of 

nerve, to say that you're my friend." The "voice" in the printed lyrics is thus 

articulated by the text itself, by a process that is both self-expressive and 

self-revealing, both declared openly and implied by the narrative.4 

But even from the reader's point of view there's more to the voice than 

this. The printed lyric is already a double act, both the communicative process 

it describes or enacts-the 'T' of the lyric speaking to the "you" of the 
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lyric-and the communicative process it entails, writing and reading. As 

readers do we necessarily become the "you" of the writer's "I"? Do we take 

onto ourselves her love or contempt? Do we have to take a place in her story? 
The answer is obviously no; or, at least, there are certainly other options. We 

can refuse to become involved at all, read the lyric as an overheard conver

sation benveen other people, take it to be reported speech, put quotation 

marks around it. Or we can read it as if speaking it, become the "I" ourselves. 

(I think it would be impossible to read Bob Dylan's "Positively 4th Street" as 
if we were the "you" at issue--and this is a song positively obsessed with the 

word. The pleasure of these lines is as a means of sounding our own feelings 

of contempt and hauteur. ) 
How we read lyrics is not a completely random or idiosyncratic choice. 

The lyricist sets up the situation-through her use of language, her construc

tion of character-in a way that, in part, determines the response we make, 

the nature of our engagement. But once we say that, we admit that there's 

another "voice" here, the voice of the lyricist, the author, the person putting 

the words in the 'T s" mouth, putting the protagonists into their lyrical 

situation. And the authorial voice can be more or less distinctive; we may 

recognize-respond to-that voice (Cole Porter, Elvis Costello, Morrissey, 

P. J. Harvey) even when reading a lyric. "Voice" in this sense describes a sense 

of personality that doesn't involve shifters at all, but is familiar as the special 

way a person has with words: we immediately know who's speaking. 

Now stop reading the lyrics, and listen to the song. Whose voice do we 

hear now? Again there's an obvious answer: the singer's, stupid! And what I 

argue in the rest of this chapter is that this is, in fact, the stupid answer. We 

hear the singer's voice, of course, but how that voice relates to the voices 

described above is the interesting question. To sing a lyric doesn't simplify 

the question of who is speaking to whom; it makes it more complicated. 

In The Composer's Voice, Edward Cone asks whose voice we hear when 

we listen to a Schubert setting of a poem by Goethe. We hear a singer, Thomas 

Allen say, with a distinctive physical voice; we hear the protagonist of the 

song, the "I" of the narrative; we hear the poem's author, Goethe, in the 

distinctive organization of the words and their argument; and we hear 

Schubert, in whose voice the whole thing is composed. 5 And this last definition 

of voice, as the stylistic identity of the composer, is undoubtedly the dominant 

definition of "voice" in classical music criticism: a Schubert song is a Schubert 

song, regardless of whose words he has set to music and which singer is 

singing them. Schubert's "voice" thus refers to a personal quality-a quality 

of his personality-apparent in all his musical work.
6 

Even in this phrasing, though, a new question is raised. What is the 

relationship between Schubert's characteristics as a composer (his distinctive 

use of musical language which can be traced across different works, enabling 

us to speak of his musical "identity" and "development") and his charac
teristics as a person? This is, of course, to raise the long-debated question 

(long debated in literary criticism, at any rate) of the relationship between 

someone's life and their work. This issue tends to be put aside in music 
criticism because of the belief that music is a more directly emotional form 

of expression than literature, and is therefore more directly (or uncon
sciously) revealing of the composer's character. One of Anthony Storr's casual 

comments can thus be taken as typical: "The listener doesn't even have to be 

able to read music to recognize Haydn's robustness and humour, combined 
with his capacity for deep feeling."7 Is music really so transparently expressive 
of personality? Is a voice? 

The same questions can be addressed to popular music. What is the 
relationship between the "voice" we hear in a song and the author or com

poser of that song? Between the voice and the singer? This relationship has, 

of course, different complications in different genres, but two general issues 
arise immediately. First there is, as in classical music, the problem of biogra

phy: what is the relationship of life and art? On the whole, pop fans are less 

simple-minded than classical music critics about this. While one can certainly 

find Hollywood biopix of pop stars (Oliver Stone's The Doors, say) to match 

its biopix of classical composers-the life pouring out in the sounds-this 

tells us more about Hollywood (and the attempt to turn Jim Morrison into 
a Real Artist) than it does about pop music. 

The up-front star system means that pop fans are well aware of the ways 

in which pop performers are inventions (and the pop biographer's task is 

usually therefore to expose the "real" Bob Dylan or Madonna who isn't in 

their music). And in pop, biography is used less to explain composition (the 

writing of the song) than expression (its performance): it is in real, material, 

singing voices that the "real" person is to be heard, not in scored stylistic or 

formulaic devices. The pop musician as interpreter (Billie Holiday, say) is 

therefore more likely to be understood in biographical terms than the pop 

musician as composer (Mark Knopfler, say), and when musicians are both, 

it is the performing rather than the composing voice that is taken to be the 

key to character. As Robert O'Meally asks about Billie Holiday, "She was the 

greatest jazz singer of all time. With Louis Armstrong, she invented modern 

jazz singing. Why do these accounts [all the books about her), which tell us 

so much about her drug problems, no-good men, and supposedly autobio

graphical sad songs, tell us so little about Billie Holiday, artist?"8 

And the answer is because as listeners we assume that we can hear 
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someone's life in their voice-a life that's there despite and not because of 
the singer's craft, a voice that says who they really are, an art that only exists 
because of what they've suffered. What makes 13illie Holiday an artist from 
this perspective is that sht· was able to give rlrat wlriclr sire could11'1 lrclp 
expressing aesthetic shape and gracc.9 Compare Gregory Sandow on Frank 
Sinatra: 

Even before Kitty Kelky's unauthorized biography it was hardly a 
secret ... that Sinatr,1 hasn't alw.1ys been the nicest of guys. So it's 
a commonplace of Sinatrn criticism to separate Sinatra the artist 
from Sinatra the man. But I've always thought that his character slips 
through in his performance ... And in fact it slips through precisely 
because oi his art. Because he is an artist, he can't help telling a kind 
of truth; he can't help reaching towards the root of everything he's 
felt. He makes his living singing love songs; like any great popular 
singer, he can expand even a single sigh in those love songs into 
something vast. But he's also got his own story to tell, a story that 
goes far beyond what any love song could express: it's a story a little 
bit about triumph, partly about a lust for power, often about loss, 
and very much about humiliation and rage.10 

The first general point to make about the pop v01ce, then, is that we hear 
singers as personally expressive (even, perhaps especially, when they are not 
singing "their own" songs) in a way that a classical singer, even a dramatic 
and "tragic" star like Maria Callas, is not. This is partly a matter of sound 
convention. As Libby Holman once put it, " My singing is like Flamenco. 
Sometimes, it 's purposefully hideous. l try to convey anguish, anger, tragedy, 
passion. When you're expressing emotions like these, you cannot have a pure 
tone." 11 

In classical music, by contrast, the sound of the voice 1s determined by 
the score; the expression of anguish, anger, tragedy, and passion is a matter 
of musical organization. As Umberto Fiore writes, "In this context, the voice 
is in fact an instrument: bass, baritone, tenor, soprano and so forth. Individual 
styles can only improve these vocal masks, not really transgress them ... the 
creation of a person, of a character, is substantially up to the music as such; 
if truth is there it is a musical truth."12 

But if we hear the pop singer singing "her self," she is also singing a song, 
and so a second question arises: what is the relationship between the voice 
as a carrier of sounds, the singing voice, making "gestures," and the voice as 
a carrier of words, the speaking voice, making "utterances"? The issue is not 
meaning (words) versus absence of meaning (music), but the relationship 
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between two different sorts of meaning-making, the tensions and conflicts 
between them. There's a question here of power: who is to be the master, 
words or music? And what makes the voice so interesting is that it makes 
meaning in these two ways simultaneously. We have, therefore, to approach 
the voice under four headings: as a musical znstn1111ent; as a body; as a person; 

and as a character. 
I'll begin with the voice as a musical instrument. A voice obviously has 

a sound; it can be described in musical terms like any other instrument, as 
something with a certain pitch, a certain register, a certain timbral quality, 
and so forth . Voices can be used, like any other inst rument, to make a noise 
of the right sort at the right time. Both these terms (right sort, right time) 
are apparent in the most instrumental use of the voice, as "backup." Here 
the singers' sound is more important than their words, which are either 
nonsensical or become so through repetition; and repetition is itself the key 
to how such voices work, as percussive instruments, marking out the regular 
time around which the lead singer can be quite irregular in matters of pitch 
and timing, quite inarticulate in terms of words or utterances. 13 

Even in this case, though, the voices can't be purely sound effects; at the 
very least they also indicate gender, and therefore gender relations (the 
aggressive-submissive attitude of the Raelettes to Ray Charles; the butch male 
choral support for Neil Tennant on the Pet Shop Boys' "Go West"), and it is 
notable that while rock conventionally uses other male voices, other members 

of the band, to sing close harmonies, backup singers are almost always 
female-and remarkably often black female at that. 14 This raises questions 
about the voice as body to which I'll return; but in talking about the voice 
as musical instrument I'm not just talking about sound, I'm also talking about 
skill and technique: neither backup nor lead singers simply stand on stage or 
in the studio and open their mouths. For the last sixty years or so, popular 
singers have had a musical instrument besides their voices: the electric mi
crophone. The microphone made it possible for singers to make musical 
sounds-soft sounds, close sounds-that had not really been heard before in 
terms of public performance (just as the film closeup allowed one to see the 
bodies and faces of strangers in ways one would normally only sec loved 

ones). The microphone allowed us to hear people in ways that normally 
~ implied intimacy-the whisper, the caress, the murmur. O'Meally notes the 

importance of the mike for the development of Billie Holiday's singing style, 

"as she moved from table to table in speakeasies .. . Whether in clubs or on 
recording dates, she wntinued to deliver her lyrics as if only for one or two 
listeners whom she addressed face to face ."15 

The appearance of the female torch singer and the male crooner had a 
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number of consequences both for musical sexuality (crooners were ini tially 
heard ,1s "effeminate'' and unmanly, for example; the UUC even banned them 

for a time) and for what one might call musical seduction (radio advertisers 

took immediate note of '' the performer's capacity to make each member of 
the audience perceive the snng .is an intimate, individ ual communication," 

and Rudy Vallee quickly became "o ne of the biggest radio and advertising 
successes"). 16 As 13ing Crosby, probably the greatest musical entrepreneur of 

the twentieth century (or at least the one with the best understanding of the 

implicat io ns of technology) realized, crooning made a singer the perfect 
salesman of his own song. 17 

This wasn't a matter of singers just going up to a microphone and 

opening their mouths, either. Mike technique had to be learned. Take the case 
of Frank Sinatra: 

As a young singer, he consciously perfected his handling of the 

microphone. "Many singers never learned to use one," he wrote later. 
"They never understood , and still don't, that a microphone is their 

instrument." A micropho ne must be deployed sparingly, he said, with 

the singer moving in and o ut of range of the mouth and suppressing 

excessive sibilants and noisy intakes of .iir. But Sinatra's under

standing of the microphone went deeper than this merely mechanical 

level. He knew better than almo~t anyo ne else just what Henry 

Pleasants has maintained: that the microphone changes the very way 

that modern singers sing. It wa!> his mastery of this instrument, the 

way he let its existence help sh,1pc hi5 vocal production and smgmg 

style, that did much to make Sinatra the preeminent popular singer 

of our time.18 

One effect o f micropho ne use is to draw attention to the technique of 

singers as singers in ways that a re not , I think, so obvious in classical music 

or opera, as they move with an d around the instrument, as volume control 
19 · d · takes on conversational nuances and vice versa. Another 1s to raw attention 

to the place of the voice in m usic, to the arrangement of sounds behind and 

around it, as the m icrophone allows the voice to dominate other instruments 

whatever else is going on . 2° Consider these three descriptions of the popular 

musical voice. 
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G regory Sandow on Alex Stordahl's arrangem ents for Frank Sinatra: 

I d idn't know if I'd ever heard music at once so rapt and so shy. l 

searched for images. Could the arrangements be like waiters in a 
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restaurant? They took on shape only when they emerged briefly into 
view to fill pauses in Sinatra's phrasing; they might have been clearing 

plates away, making room on the table for the next course to be 

served. Or better still, were they like a wife? That made sense. Stor
dahl's arrangements, I decided, were like an adoring wife who says 

nothing in public but works patiently at home, cooking, mending, 

tending a spotless refuge for her man .. . but it might be more 
accurate to say that they're like a perfect dance partner, or, better 

still, like a woman lost in a dream because she's dancing with a 

perfect man. 
Violins int roduce "Embraceable You," and I hear her open her arms 

to surrender. "Embrace me," he sings; she lets him guide her, and, 
after an all but imperceptible breath, nestles more closely in his 
embrace. Now he sings " .. . my sweet embraceable you;' and in 

response she whispers, almost to herself, "Oh YES, Frank." "Embrace 

me," he goes on, and she anticipates his step, moving with him 
almost before he knows where he himself will go. Then she hears 

him pause for an instant as he sings "my silk ... and laceable you"; 
she waits, suspended, secure that when he resumes he'll know exactly 
what to do. 'Tm in love with you, I am," he croons, and when from 

far in the distance she hears him add "and verily so," she closes her 

eyes and dances almost in place, hardly moving in his arms.21 

Aidan Day on 13ob Dylan: 

Typically, the voice engages the line of the melody but its simulta

neous jarring, atonal separation from the music, together with the 

relentless subordination of musical elements to the exigencies of 

verbal order, opens a space which registers a distance and unease 

involving both singer and listener. The singing voice at once solicits 

and rebuffs. The gratifications it offers are uncomfortable ones. It is 

a pattern of invitation and rejection in which the audience-alien

ated from easy absorption into the m usic and denied relaxation-is 

required to attend closely to the transactions between voice and 

words. \.Vhile the voice impinges distinctively on the listener, it si

multaneously seeks to refuse an unthinking capitulation to itself and 

to the sense of what it is singing. It is a pattern which places special 

demands upon an audien ce, expecting it to participate actively-and 

to risk itself-in the play o f meaning.
22 
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And Gknn Gould on Barbra Streisand: 

With StreisJ11d . .. one be..:omes e11gagcd by process, by ,1 seemingly 

limitless array o f available options . .. Like [ El izabeth I Schwarzkopf, 

Streisand is one of the gre.ll it.1licizers; no phrase is left solely to its 

own devices, and the range and diversi ty of her expressive gift is such 

that one 1s simply u11ablc to chart a 11 .1 priori stylistic course on her 

behalf. Much of the Affekt of intimacy-indeed, the sensat io n of 

eavesdropping on a private moment not yet wholly committed to its 

eventual public profile-is .1 direct result of our inability to anticipate 

her in tentions.B 

Although the voices described here are only ever heard, only exist, as 

musical instruments, as sounds in arrangements of sounds, each o f these 

writers treats the voice as something which /ins a relatio11s/iip--with an 

orchestra for Sinatra, with an Judience for Dylan, with the music itself, the 

melody, for Streisand; the voice, that is to say, is described as if it ex.isted

could be heard-apart from the sounds that it does make, apart from what 

we do hear. The implicatio n is that all singers thus put "their own shape" on 

the music, and it is the meaning of "their own" that interests me. 

What these critics hear, to put this more plainly, is a willed sound, a sound 

that is this wav because it has been chosen so, could have been something 

else. As Edward Cone suggests, a vo ice can never really be heard as a wordless 

instrument; even when we listen to a singer in a language we do not under· 

stand, a singer making wordless sounds, scat singing, we still hear those 

sounds as words we do not understand, or as sounds made by someone who 

has chosen to be inarticulate.24 "She accompanied he rself on the piano:' we 

observe· not "she accompanied herself on vocals." And the matching term, 

imacco,;1panied, which used to appear o n popular concert bills, r.iises J 

broader question still: when singing, do you accompany the music, or does 

the music accompany you? . 
This helps explain, I think, the special status of the voice a_s a c~n.~ep_t_1~ 

both musical and literary analysis. O n the one hand, a mus1c1an s vo1<.:e 

need not be restri cted to the voice in a physical sense: when jazz perfon~ers 

are said to "speak" with thei r instruments, it is this same quality o'. willed 

sound which is being described-which is why it is t rickier to ~lat~. that 

classical musicians constrained in some respects by the score, have 111d1v1du~ 
' d .d , 11 " k" on his 

"voices" (rather than styles): even Glenn Gould I n t rea Y spea 

P
iano (even if he sang along with it) . On the other hand, to hear or read ~ 

. . • I h or read "Authorless 
"voice" in a text is to assign mte11rro11 to w 1at we ear . 
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texts arc those-like newspaper headlines or advertising jingles-which how• 

ever carefully crafted don't bear this imprint of individual articulation. 

Even when treating the voice as an instrument, in short, we come up 

aga inst the fact that it stands for the person more directly than any other 

musical device. Expression with the voice is taken to be more direct than 

expression on guitar or drum set, more revealing-which is why when drums 

and guitars are heard as directly expressive they are then heard as "voices." 

And this argument has legal sanction. Lawyers in cases of musical theft 

assume that a voice is a personal property, that it can be "stolen" in a way 

that other inst rumental noises cannot (James Brown's vocal swoop is recog· 

nizably his immediately; a gu itarist has to prove that a melodic riff, a corn· 

position rather than a sound, is unique) . The most interesting legal rulings 

in this context concern soundalikes, cases in which the voices used ("Bette 

Midler," "Tom Waits") weren't actually theirs, and yet because they were 

recognizably "the same" could nevertheless be adjudged to invade the stars' 

"privacy," to steal their "personality." To recognize a voice, the courts ruled, 

is to recognize a person.25 

Consider now the next element of this process, the voice as body. The 

starting point here is straightforward. The voice is a sound produced physi · 

cally, by the movement of muscles and breath in the chest and throat and 

mouth; to listen to a voice is to listen to a physical event, to the sound of a 

body. This is, of course, true for the sound of other instruments too, but 

whereas what's involved there is the relationship between the body and 

something else-a string or reed or piano key or drum set-the voice draws 

our attention to something happening to the body itself; which is why we 

don't think of the microphone as a musical instrument: we don't expect voices 

to need anything outside the body in order to be heard. And this is clearly 

one reason why the voice seems particularly expressive of the body; it gives 

the listener access to it without mediation. 

The effects of "the body in the singing voice" have been explored most 

famously by Roland Barthes, in his essay on the "grain'' of the voice. where 

he argues that different timbral qualities have differential bodily implications. 

This point is usually taken up in rock criticism as a celebration of "the 

materiality of the body speaking its mother tongue," in terms of the '' volup• 

tuous pleasure of its signifier-sounds," but it is just as important to take note 

of the other side of Barthes's argument, his suggestion that there is such a 

thing as an "ungrained" voice, a voice that conceals its own means of physicJI 

production. This might, for example, be one way of describing those backup 

singers, further drawing attention to their peculiarity: here we have three 
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smart, fleshly women, singing "grninlessly," while a physically awkward male 

star waxes bodily.26 

In fact , though, there are further distinctions to be made here. We 

certainly do hear voices as physically produced: we assign them qualities of 

throatiness or nasality, and, more specifically, we listen by performing, by 

reproducing (even if only silently, tentatively) those muscular movements for 

ourselves, "sympathizing" with a singer by pushing the words up against the 

top of our mouths when she does. A "grained" voice might, then, simply 

describe a voice with which, for whatever reasons, we have physical sympathy: 
"I am sitting in the Met at Leontyne Price's recital in 1985 and Price's 

vibrations are inside my body, dressing it up with the accouterments of 

interiority." 27 

The voice as direct e>.1)ression of the body, that is to say, is as important 

for the way we listen as for the way we interpret what we hear: we can sing 

along, reconstruct in fantasy our own sung versions of songs, in ways we can't 

even fantasize instrumental technique-however hard we may try with our 

air guitars-because with singing, we feel we know what to do. We have bodies 

too, throats and stomachs and lungs. And even if we can' t get the breathing 

right, the pitch, the note durations (which is why our performances only 

sound good to us), we still feel we understand what the singer is doing in 

physical principle (this is another reason why the voice seems so directly 

expressive an instrument: it doesn't take thought to know how that vocal 

noise was made). 
This relates to a second point, that the voice is the sound of the body in 

a direct sense. Certain physical experiences, particularly extreme feelings, are 

given vocal sounds beyond our conscious control- the sounds of pain, lust, 

ecstasy, fear, what one might call inarticulate articulacy: the sounds, for 

example, of tears and laughter; the sounds made by soul singers around and 

between their notes, vocal noises that seem expressive of their deepest feelings 
because we hear them as if they've escaped from a body that the mind- lan

guage---can no longer control.28 

Jonathan Swift put his own sardonic gloss on this three hundred years 

ago: 

Now the art of canting consists in skilfully adapting the voice to 

whatever words the spirit delivers, that each may strike the ears of 

the audience with its most significant cadence. The force or energy 

of this eloquence is not to be found, as among ancient orators, in 
the disposition of words to a sentence, or the turning of long periods; 

but, agreeably to the modern refinements in music, is taken up 
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wholly in dwelling and dilating upon syllables and letters. Thus, it is 

frequent for a single vowel to draw sighs from a multitude, and for 

a whole assembly of saints to sob to the music of one solitary liquid. 

But these are trifles, when even sounds inarticulate are observed to 

produce as forcible effects. A master workman shall blow his nose 

so powerfully as to pierce the hearts of his people, who were disposed 

to receive the excrements of his brain with the same reverence as the 

issue of it. Hawking, spitting, and belching, the defects of other men's 

rhetoric, are the flowers, and figures, and ornaments of his. For the 

spirit being the same in all, it is of no import through what vehicle 

it is conveyed.29 

One way in which we hear the body in the voice, to put this more 

positively, is in the sheer physical pleasure of singing itself, in the enjoyment 

a singer takes in particular movements of muscles, whether as a sense of 

oneness between mind and body, will and action (a singer may experience 

something of the joy of an athlete) or through the exploration of physical 

sensations and muscular powers one didn't know one had (and the listener, 

like the sports spectator, enjoys the experience partly by proxy, but also 

aesthetically, with awe at the sheer grace of, say, Aaron Neville not exactly 

singing "Tell It Like It ls," but holding its notes, turning them over for our 

admiration).30 

One effect of such pleasure is that for many singers what they are singing, 

a word, is valued for its physical possibilities, what it allows the mouth or 

throat to do. The singer finds herself driven by the physical logic of the sound 

of the words rather than by the semantic meaning of the verse, and so creates 

a sense of spontaneity: the singing feels real rather than rehearsed; the singer 

is responding (like the listener) to the musical event of which they are part, 

being possessed by the music rather than possessing it. The most obvious 

device here (listen to Otis Redding live, for instance) is repetition, a syllable 

being savored, sung again, sung with different consonants, tossed up against 
different harmonies; but singers may slow things down as well-the young 

Elvis Presley, for example, seemed to bask (like one of Swift's cantors) in the 

sheer voluptuousness of his own vocal noise.31 

Hovering around all of these approaches to the voice as body is the 

question (Barthes's question) of music and sexuality: what makes a voice sexy? 

What gives a voice its erotic charge? How does the attraction of a singing 

voice relate to sexual attraction? Gender is obviously one issue here. We'w 

learned to hear voices as male and female (in terms of a biologically based 

but not determining low/high register, for example), and the singing voice 
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carries these codings with it (which means that a performance artist like 

Laurie Anderson confuses the-body-in-the-voice no end by using a vocoder 

to give herself a "masculine" pitch, while Diamanda Galas threatens biological 
certainties with the sheer range of her vocals).32 

What, then, is the significance of mainstream rock's generic preference 

for high-pitched male voices like Robert Plant's, for tJ1e articulation of a 
"hard" rock sound as a man straining to reach higher? In the spring of 1994 

Canada's Crash Test Dummies had a worldwide hit with "Mmm Mmm Mmm 
Mmm," and no one doubted that a major reason for its success was the 
novelty of Brad Roberts's bass voice, his swollen vowels, the noise rumbling 

back down in his throat. This was manly singing, authoritative and a bit 
potbellied. And what made "Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm" stand out was not 
that this sound is unusual as such (lots of men must sing in this deep-voiced 

way) but that it was unusual in today's radio soundscapc. Robcrts's voice is, 
by current pop standards, a freak.33 

in other music contexts the high male voice has been regarded as freakish. 
Wayne Koestenbaum argues from his operatic perspective that the falsetto is 
''among the greatest of singing shames." "Long before anyone knew what a 
homosexual was;' he writes, "entire cultures knew how to mock men who 

sang unconventionally high."34 And Gary Giddins suggests that 

in American pop song and jazz, the baritone has ruled since the mid 
'20s, when Bing Crosby sang his first solos with Paul Whiteman and 
was celebrated for his Yirility and naturalness. The tenors he dis
placed were considered effete or affected-unnatural. The very few 
pop tenors who have appeared in recent decades were treated as 
novelties and worse: often they were adolescents (Wayne Newton, a 
castrato-manque) or lunatic throwbacks (Tiny Tim and his uku
lelc).3" 

It's easy enough to spot the "unnatural" and "effeminate" rock use of the 
falsetto too: Frankie Valli's delirious high-pitched recollection of his father's 
advice in "Walk Like a Man"; Jimmy Somerville's appearance as a cherub in 
Sally Potter's Orlando. But the point is that such readings are matters of 
convention, not biology. A falsetto is, after all, a man's voice (there's no such 
thing as female falsetto); and the Crosby who, according to Giddins, "was 
celebrated for his virility and naturalness" was also the crooner the BBC 
sought to ban for "going against nature" and Cardinal O'Connell denounced 
for being "degenerate" and "effeminate."36 

"Natural" voices, masculine and feminine, are defined culturally and must 
be understood structurally, as sounds heard against other sounds, and in rock 

history low, not high, voices have seemed structurally odder, a Cap_tain 

Beefheart more idiosyncratic than a Jon Anderson. There are some obvious 

reasons for this. The high voice is heard as the young voice, and rock ts a 
youth form-Frankie Lymon and Michael Jackson remain the teen male 

models. And one of the lasting effects of doo-wop was to break the male 

voice up into its component parts such iliat ilie combination of all its sounds, 
from low to high, defined masculinity. This remains the norm of male rock 

group singing, the boys in the band harmonizing above the lead, oohing and 

aahing just like a bunch of girls (but, of course, not heard like girls at all). 
On the other hand, there have been few falsetto rappers so far, and if the 

youth and doo-wop roots of rock accustomed us to the sound of the high
pitched male voice, it was in a specific expressive context: as the sound of 
seduction, of intimacy, of the private man. For Britain's soul -inflected singers 

in particular (Mick Hucknell out of Jackie Wilson and Smokey Robinson) a 
high voice means not effeminacy (man as woman) but a ladies' man, and we 
now take it for granted that a male voice will move up a pitch to register 
more intense feeling, that the more strained the note, the more sincere the 
singer. 

What seems odd about this is the relationship of body and voice and sex. 
It's as if in rock convention (pace Roland Barthes and the Barthians) the 
sexiest male voice is the least bodily-the heaving bosom of the Neapolitan 
baritone now seems "male" in a decidedly unsexy way (and Demis Roussos's 
high-pitched tremor thus comes across far more lasciviously than Pavarotti's 
big-chested tenor). But then Elvis Presley, probably as sexy a male pop singer 
as there has ever been, for a long time sought (via Dean Martin) to be an 
Italian balladeer; and what is apparent from his early records is that Presley 
was, in fact, his own doo-wop act, his bass no more unnatural than his 
falsetto. I'm perpetually seduced by his voice, and start to wonder: as a 
man-fan, what am I being seduced by? What am I being seduced for? 

There's a sitnple point here: we hear voices as male or female and listen 
to what they say accordingly-according to our own sexual pleasures and 
preferences (which is why gay and lesbian singers can subvert pop standards 
by 1101 changing the words: Ian Matthews bubbling that "I met him on a 
Monday and my heart stood still"; Mathilde $anting realizing that "I've grown 
accustomed to her fuce'' ).37 The possibilities for confusion here between 
"natural" and "conventional" voices of desire are well realized in X-Ray Spex's 
"Oh Bondage Up Yours!"38 This is one of the most important tracks from 
the heyday of U.K. punk; its lyric refers both to the sexual bondage items 
worn by punks for shock value and to a generalized feminist anger. But the 
politics of the song lies in its voice-which is drawn to one's attention by the 
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spoken intro: this is a "little girl" determined to be heard. And part of our 

"hearing" is negative, relates to what the voice is not. It is not "feminine"; it 

is not sweet or controlled or restrained. Sud1 rawness also serves to register 
the track's punk authenticity-there is no need to assume that this sound 

reflects the limits of Poly Styrene's own voice; its "unmusicality" is crafted. It 
is necessary for the song's generic impact. There is, in short, a clear col/11sio11 
here with the listener. The song addresses an "other"-"Up Yours!"-but on 

our bch,1lf. We can only identify with the singer, with the voice, with the 

aggression. And if the politics here is ,1 sexual politics, a gender politics, a 

politics of female identity and desire, then male listeners too are being offered 
the exhilaration of female de-bondage. 

X-R.iy Spex deliberately challenged the taken-for-granted reading of 
"male" and "female" voices both biologically-in terms of what girls do 

"naturally'' sound like-and ideologically-in terms of what girls should 
naturally sound like. But there w.is .i further question in their music too (or 

at least in their ,,·a)' of performing their music): docs a voice have to be 
embodied? Must it be gendered? Can a singer change sex? 

Sean Cubit t has made the pomt that the simultaneous emergence around 

the turn of the century of the telephone, the gramophone, and the radio 

meant that people became accustomed, for the first time ever, to he.iring J 

voice without a body (previously such an experience would have me,rnt the 
supernatural, the voice of God or the devil ). 39 

But , of course, in practice we don't hear telephone or radio or rernrded 
voices like this at all: we assign them bodies, we imagine their physical 

production. And this is not just a matter of sex and gender, but involves tht' 

other basic social attributes as well: age, race, ethnicity, class-everything that 

is necessary to put together a person to go with a voice. And the point to 

stress here is that when it comes to the singing voice all such readings have 

as much to do with conventional as "natural" expression, with the ways in 

which, in particular genres, singing voices are coded not just as female, but 

also as young, black, middle class, and so forth. In fact, the popular musician's 

hardest problem has been to develop conventional sounds for the disembodied 
voice-whether the ethereal voice (which is, nevertheless, female-the Coc

teau Twins' Elizabeth Fraser) o r the heavenly choir (ditto-Morricone's J 
Cantori Moderni d 'Alessandroni); whether the computer voice (which is, 

nevertheless, male- Kraftwerk) or the collective voice of religious submission 
(ditto-the Stanley Brothers) .40 

This last strategy is the most interesting (and most successful) because it 

suggests that to disembody a voice is to rob it of individuality, and this leads 

directly to the question of vocal identity, to the voice as a perso11. How does 

-
a voice signify a person? What is the relationship of someone's vocal sound 

and their being? As I've already noted, the voice is usually taken to be the 

person (to imitate their voice is a way of becoming that person-hence the 

art of the impressionist), and the voice is certainly an important way in which 

we recognize people we already know (on the telepho ne, for example). But 

it is also a key factor in the way in which we assess and react to people we 
don't know, in the way we decide what sort of person they are, whether we 

like or dislike, trust or mistrust them. This is one reason why we often think 

we "know" a singer as part of what we mean by "liking" their voice (and why, 

similarly, we may feel we "know" the author of a book we like: we hear in it 

a particular sort of voice). 
But having said this, I must add some qualifications. First, a voice is easy 

to change. As a matter of personal identity it is easier to change, indeed, than 

one's face (or one's body movements). And this is not j ust a matter of "acting" 

in the formal sense. People's voices change over time (as they adapt to the 

sounds of surrounding voices, to accents, and so forth; the shifting quality 

of people's voices in class terms, as they are upwardly or downwardly socially 

mobile, has often been noticed in Britain), and, more to the point, people's 

,·01ces change according to circumstances-at home o r in school, in the office 

or in bed, with friends or strangers (just listen to how people adapt their 

voice on the telepho ne, according to who is at the other end). 

The voice, in short, may or may not be a key to someone's identity, but 

it is certainly a key to the ways in which we change identities, pretend to be 
something we're not, deceive people, lie. We use the voice, that is, not just to 

assess a person, but also, even more systematically, to assess that person's 

sincerity: the voice and how it is used (as well as words and how they are 

used) become a measu re of someone's truthfulness. 

In popular music, two points about this are striking. First, "truth" is a 

matter of sound convent ions, which vary from genre to genre. What becomes 

clear in David Brackett's detailed comparison of Billie Holiday's and Bing 

Crosby's versions of 'TU Be Seeing You," for example, is that it is almost 

impossible to hear both of them as sincere: the assumptions that lie behind 

a reading of Holiday's voice as ''witheringly" sad entail our hearing Crosby's 

voice as "shallow." If Holiday sings "fo r real," then Crosby, as Brackett puts 

it, gives "the impression of someone playing a role in a film"; while someone 

hearing Crosby as reassuringly direct and fr iendly could only hear Holiday 

as mannered. How we hear a musical voice, in o ther words, is tied into how 
we hear music.41 

Second, one of pop's pleasures has always been singers taking on other 

people's voices, and I don't refer here simply to parody or pastiche but also 
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to _what Bernard Gendron describes as caricature, the taking on of another 

voice not as homage or mockery or pretense, but in order to draw attention 

to its ~p~cific_ c~aracteristics (in the same way that a good comic impressionist 

doesn t JUSt 1m1tate someone's voice but uses its individual shape to reveal 

something about its owner). This is most obvious in the white use of black 

voices in rock and roll history, from Jerry Lee Lewis's "Whole Lotta Shakin' 

~oi~' On," which, as Gendron says, "presents itself as white-boy-wildly

su~gmg-and-playing-black," to ~l ick J,1gger's 'Tm a King Bee," which, we 

might say, pre_scnts itself as white-boy-lasciviously-slurring-and-playing

black-sex. N~ listener could have thought that either Lewis or Jagger was 
black; every listener realized that they wanted to be.42 

Which leads me to my second general point about vocal deception: if a 
voice can be made to change to deceive other people, it can also be used to 

deceive o urselves. Our "internal" experience of the voice, that is to say, the 

way we hear ourselves, may not at all resemble how it sounds "externally," to 

other people (which 1~ why mo~t people ,ire genuinely shocked-and ap

palled-when they first hear themsclve~ on tape). " Putting on voices" is not 

something we only do as part of a specific public performance (in a karaoke 
bar, say), or in a specific act of deception; it is, rather, a normal part of our 

11'.1agmat1vc activity. And, as Jonathan Ree has suggested, it may in fact be 

difficult to know "one's own voice" am idst the babble of the d ifferent voices 

in ~,•hich we talk to ourselves: "You glimpse the possibility that It is quite 

arbitrary to try to mark off certain of your vocal performances and no minate 

them as one voice, the voice that really belongs to you: do you really possess 

an own most, innermost voice which has the power to clamp quotation marks 
round the o thers and shrug them off a~ ' funny'?"43 

_This question seems pertinent too fo r o ur experience of hearing voices, 

of IIstenmg to song. The musical pleasure lies in the play we can make of 

both ~eing ad?r~ssed, responding to a voice as it speaks to us (caressingly, 

assertively, plamtJvely), and addressing, taking on the voice as our own, not 

just physically, as I've already discussed-singing along, moving our throat 

an~ chest 1~rnscles appropriately- but also emotionally and psychologically, 
takmg on (m fantasy) the vocal personality too. 

This is the context in which the voice a~ character becomes significant. 

In taking on a singer's vocal pcr~onality we are, in a sense, putting on a vocal 

costume, enacting the role that they are playing for ourselves. But a singer's 

act in this respect is complex. There i~, first of all, the character presented as 

the protagonist of the song, its singer and narrator, the implied person 

controlling the plot, with an attitude and tone of voice; but there may also 

be a "quoted" character, the person whom the song is about (and singers, like 

lecturers, have their own mannered ways of indicating quote marks). On top 

of th is there is the character of the singer as star, what we know about them, 

or are led to believe about them through their packaging and publicity, and 

then, further, an understanding of the singer as a person, what we like to 

imagine they arc really like, what is revealed, in the end, by their voice. 

Such a multiplicity of voices can be heard in all pop forms, whatever the 

generic differences in how they are registered-whether by Tom T. Hall or 

Johnny Rotten always "being themselves;' by Dory Previn being "The Lady 

with the Braids" (complete with nervous laughter), or by Frank Sinatra being 

himself being a late-night melancholic in "One for my Baby"; whether, to be 

more dramatic, in Patti Smith's rock and roll chronicle, " Horses," in the 

Chi-Lites' strip cartoon, "Have You Seen Her," or m Meat Loaf's big brother 

act, "Objects in the Rear View Mirror May Appear Closer Than They Are."H 

What we take for granted, listening to all these songs, is that they involve 

layers of interpretation, and that in pop it is therefore all but impossible to 

disentangle vocal realism, on the one hand, from vocal irony, on the other. 

How does one read, for example, Randy Newman's concert performance of 

"Lonely at the Top"? Here we have not just a cult singer/songwriter pretend

ing to be a superstar (listen to the audience laugh with him) but also a highly 

successful writer/composer pretending to be a fai lure (listen to him laugh at 

his audience). O r take Michelle Shocked 's "Anchorage," the meaning of which, 

as Dai Griffiths argues, depends on ''whether you hear in Anchorage, a place 

in Alaska, the natural voice of the letter writer, or in 'Anchorage,' a song by 

Michelle Shocked, the crafted voice of the songwriter." And the pleasure of 

this lies in the fact that we actually hear both Anchorage and "Anchorage" at 

Oncc.45 

This returns us to the point from which I started: all songs are narrati\'es; 

genre conventions determine how such narratives work; words are used to 

define a voice and vice \'ersa.46 In one respect, then, a pop star is like a film 

star, taking on many parts but retaining an essential "personality" that is 

common to all of them and is the basis of their popular appeal. For the pop 

star the "real me" is a promise that lies in the way we hear the voice, just as 

for a film star the "real" person is to be found in the secret of their look. This 

naturally leads to the issue of performance, but first I want to address two 

final matters relating to the voice itself: the question of interpretation, and 

the use in pop music of voices speaking/singing to each other. 

In his discussion of the classical song, Edward Cone, as we've seen, 

distinguishes a song's composer, performer, and protagonist. A number of 

analytic questions follow from this. For example, does a performer need to 

know what she's singing about? If she sings the notes correctly and expres-
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sively, according to classical convention, as instructed by the composer in the 
score, will th is i11 itself have the character effect the mm poser intended?47 

Cone proposes an analytic distinction: a protagonist 's character is determined 

by the composer (by the way the music is constructed) but interpreted by 
the performer, and the question becomes what the relationship is of these 

two processes: what does an interpreter do? Cone also suggests that in re• 
sponding to this question for themselves, listeners effectively make a choice: 
either to focus on the music, the piece performed, the character as composed, 

or on the performance, the performer, the character as interpreted. And he 
implies that one of the key differences between the art and the pop aesthetic 

can be found here: the classical concert performance is designed to draw 

attention to the work; the pop performance is designed to draw attention to 
the performer. 48 

Does this distinction stand up to pop scrutiny? I would argue, rather, 

that the pop performer draws .ittention to performance itself, to the relation· 
ship between performer and work. Take the case of the torch song, the "elegy 
to unrequited love," which is, perhaps, the clearest example of the pop singer's 

interpretive art. John Moore has suggested that the torch singer is best heard 

as an emotional e>.-pert-not an expert on emotions as such (the assumption 

of the form was that such emotions were universal) but an expert on their 

expression. Although the torch singers presented particular feelings describing 
particular situations (romantic illusions and disillusion), our pleasure in the 

songs lies not in the drama of the event, but in the way the singers explore 

the nuances of the feeling; torch singing is for both singer and listener an 
essentially narcissistic art. Torch song lyrics were therefore just signs of the 

feelings that the singer was to explore through the way they were sung. The 

music set up a "sense of sadness," the words a "verbal space" within which 

a voice could tell a story; and the singer applied herself- her critical, musical 

faculties-to the pleasures and difficulties of interpreting feelings, atmo• 
sphere, verse.49 

Torch singing, in short, was a highly disciplined skill; it was certainly not 

about "direct" emotional expression or self-abandon. It involved reflection 

on feeling, not the feelings themselves- Billie Holiday, writes Martin Wil

liams, "had the ability of a great actress to keep a personal distance from both 

her material and her performance of it"-and part of the sexual charge of 

the torch song came from the fact that not only were these women singers, 

as the lyrical protagonists, almost always reflecting on the behavior of men, 

they were also, as interpreters, reflec ting on the word~ of men. These songs, 

then (and perhaps this is Cone's point ), clearly "belong" to their singers, not 

their writers. Interpretation in this context docs not mean realizing what the 
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composer (or, rather, his music) meant, but using the music to show what 
interpretation means. Billie Holiday's voice, writes Robert O'Meally, whatever 

" 1 l h h . »so the song she sang, was a ways, a ways t e erome. 
" Is there actually such a thing as the love song," asks Edward Cone, 

"outside the conventions of the love song itself?" And the answer is no, with 

the proviso that conventions are only the beginning of musical expression, 
not its end, and thus different singers (Ruth Etting and Helen Morgan, Billie 
Holiday and Bryan Ferry) can take the same words, the same tune, the same 

situation ("Body and Soul," "These Foolish Things") and use them to provide 
quite different accounts of love itself, its permanence and transience, its 

sweetness and humiliation. Voices, not songs, hold the key to our pop pleas

ures; musicologists may analyze the art of the Gershwins or Cole Porter, but 

we hear Bryan Ferry or Peggy Lee.51 

My final question concerns vocal difference: what is the relationship 

between voices in popular song? After all, since the mid-sixties the group 
(rather than the solo singer) has dominated Anglo-American popular music 

(at least in terms of male voices), and if such groups more often than not 

have a "lead" singer we rarely hear his voice completely unaccompanied. We 
are, that is, accustomed to the idea of a "group voice"-the appeal o f both 

the Beatles and the Beach Boys rested on their (quite different) blend of male 

voices; while, to take a different genre example, the male vocal trio (on the 

model of the Impressions) was central to the development of reggae in the 

I 960s and 1970s. 
Such use of voices (rather than voice) can be pushed in two directions. 

In male group tradition, whether traced from gospel, barbershop, <loo-wop 

(or their intermingling), the emphasis has been, in Keir Keightley's words, on 

singing as "social co-operation, the submission of individuality to the service 
of a larger corporate structure;• and the "rational" organization of male voices 

as sounds--Lennon and McCartney thus sang ''as one" (and it was only later, 

when we and they wanted to take these songs seriously as art, not pop, that 

anyone could hear Beatles numbers JS "a Lennon song," "a McCartney 

verse"). 52 

In female group tradition, by contrast (and I ,1111 deliberately exaggerating 

this contrast here; in practice male and female groups are not so distinct), 

different voices are used differently, in a conversational way (which in another 

trajectory, out of insult ritual, also leads to rap). The voices on tracks like the 

Shangri-Las' "Leader of the Pack" or the Angels' "My Boyfriend's Back" 

function as each other's audience; the chorus, dramatically, comments on the 

story and the action, encouraging the lead singer, disbelieving her, egging her 

on. Ht're "corporate identity" is indicated less by harmony singing than by 
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the sharing out of the lead voice itself, and there is a direct continuity between 

the Shirelles' 1958 "I Met Him on a Sunday" and Salt-n-Pepa's 1991 "Let's 
Talk About Sex."53 

As a label, "girl groups" (which may include groups of boys) describes a 

form which is, by its nature, dramatic: girl group records feature-focus 

on-vocal rhetoric and its effects. And, though less obviously, so does the 

pop duet (a form which has been somewhat devalued by the current fashion 

of reviving old stars' careers by getting them to sing along with new stars to 

no dramatic effect at all). In country music, for example, the man/woman 

duet is usually conflictual; the male and female voices are registered separately, 

present their different points of view, with the chorus harmonies suggesting 

just a temporary truce (the classic pairing here was Conway Twitty and 

Loretta Lynn). In soul the duct was usually used as a way of intensifying 

feeling, as a means of seductive talk, male and female voices moving in and 

to musical and sexual union (listen, for example, to Marvin Gaye and Tammi 

Terrell).54 

In rock the most effective duets work not so much with realist effects (a 

man and woman quarreling or making up) as with star quality and across 

genre lines. Sinead O'Connor, for example, has been used to brilliant effect 

as a voice querying what's being said by a rapper, on the one hand (in her 

song with M. C. Lyte, "I Want (Your Hands on Me)"), and by a country 

singer, on the other (on Willie Nelson's version of Peter Gabriel's "Don't Give 

Up")-and I defy anyone to listen to her first entry on the latter track without 

a shiver of recogn ition that this person (with all we know about her) should 

be telling Willie Nelson (with all we know about him), should be telling him, 

so surely, so sweetly, to survive.55 
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Performance 

One minute into this perfor

mance and she's not wearing 

her heart on her sleeve: all of 

her internal organs are draped 

over her body like a hideous 

new skin. Blood seeps through 

her pores; stigmata break out 

all over, making signs no one 

can read. By marshalling an 

array of blues and soul man

nerisms, she contrives an act 

that in certain moments-and 

you can hear them coming

ceases to be any kind of act at 

all. The means of illusion pro

duce the real, and the real is 

horrible, but so vivid you 

couldn't turn away to save 

your life, or the singer's. It's no 

fun: there's an instant in the 

last chorus of the performance 

when Joplin's voice goes • • • 

somewhere else, and it's sim-

ply not credible that the music 

then ends w ith an ordinary 

flourish people can cheer for. 

How did she get back? 

At one extreme, one finds that the per

former can be fully taken in by his own 

act; he can be sincerely convinced that 

the impression of reality which he stages 

is the real reality. When his audience is 

also convinced in this way about the 

show he puts on-and this seems to be 

the typical cas&-then for the moment at 

least, only the sociologist or the socially 

disgruntled will have any doubts about 

the •realness" of what is presented. 

Erving Gottman
2 

Greil Marcus on Janis Joplin's performance of 
"Ball and Chain" at the Monterey International 

Pop Festival, 1967 
1 

t in this book is not just that in listening to popular 
My argumen 'T · " · elf is 
music we are listening to a performance, but, further, that_ istenmg its . 
a performance: to understand how musical pleasure, meaning, and evalu_auon 

work, we have to understand how, as listeners, we perform the music for 
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